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Use a consistent set of naming conventions when you write code and your software will be easier to manage, debug, troubleshoot and maintain.
A guide to common variable naming conventions
Java has been the language of choice for the last 25 years but the tech world looks very different now than it did in 1995. Java was designed for dynamic, monolithic applications, but tech ...
What enterprise architects need to know about Java modernization
In the age of Servlets and JSPs, Java’s main function took a backseat to these technologies that were initialized with a call to their init() method, and invoked through calls to their doGet() or ...
Java's main function explained with examples
Java developers got a preview today of the soon-to-be-released Microsoft build of OpenJDK, a Long-Term Support (LTS) distribution of Redmond's version of the ubiquitous open-source Java dev kit. This ...
Microsoft Rolls Out OpenJDK Preview Release
This example project shows how to build and run RTSDK Java application with Maven on Docker container. - Refinitiv-API-Samples/Article.RTSDK.Java.DockerMaven ...
How to deploy and run Real-Time Java application with Maven in Docker
It is a useful and powerful tool that should be part of the conceptual and syntactic toolkit of every developer ... even strongly OOP languages like Java and C# have moved to incorporate first ...
What is functional programming? A practical guide
Yes, you are correct fellow developers -- the goal of this project is to explore and incubate smaller, productivity-oriented Java language features that have been accepted as candidate JEPs under ...
The Complete Guide to the Java SE 12 Extended Switch Statement/Expression
“Java is one of the most important programming languages used today — developers use Java to build everything from critical enterprise applications to hobby robots. At Microsoft, we’ve seen ...
Microsoft’s OpenJDK build now available as a preview
The April edition of InfoQ Live, the one-day virtual event for software engineers and architects, will focus on Java, why applications should use a recent Java version, and how to overcome the ...
What Does the Future Hold for Java? Dive into the New Java 16 Features at InfoQ Live (April 27)
Gradle 7.0, the latest release of the popular software build tool leveraged in Android development and elsewhere, offers faster incremental builds as well as support for Java 16. With the Gradle 7.0 ...
Gradle 7.0 improves incremental builds, backs Java 16
The ML scene has many specialist roles, and these designations are sometimes used interchangeably. Case in point -- MLOps & data engineering.
MLOps Vs Data Engineering: A Guide For The Perplexed
AdoptOpenJDK is a project that allows Java developers to download OpenJDK binaries. “Our goal is to meet the needs of both the Eclipse community and broader runtime users by providing a ...
Eclipse Adoptium building Temurin to support releases of OpenJDK builds
Robotic process automation can free up workers from doing menial data entry. Hyperautomation can help them do even more meaningful tasks, getting more done.
Hyperautomation takes RPA to the next level, allowing workers to do more important tasks
Scavengers is an upcoming free-to-play multiplayer survival game that blends PvE and PvP together for a chaotic, yet strategic experience. We caught up with developers Josh Holmes and Mary Olson to ...
Scavengers interview: Midwinter devs talk getting inspired by Halo, blending genres
Python recently celebrated its 30th birthday, and pioneers of the language have been reflecting on its significance as an open source project.
Python @ 30: Praising the versatility of Python
They let computer programs interact with each other and let developers easily build technologies for different platforms.” But over the last 10 years, Oracle has contested that the use of Java ...
US court issues Google API with Java ruling
Platform as a Service (PaaS) was one of the first delivery models of the public cloud. If Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) gave control to administrators, PaaS squarely targeted the developers ...
Why Kubernetes Developer Ecosystem Needs A PaaS
Android 12 Developer Preview 2 available: here’s what’s new — Our user-centric overview of the changes in Android 12 Developer Preview 2. Android 12 Developer Preview 2 — This is the ...
All the Android developer news from March 2021
The Java programming language was originally developed at Sun Microsystems (now Oracle) back in the 1990s. Developers found it to be an easy way to build functionality into websites, and it was ...
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